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Explore the intricate patterns and symmetrical beauty of these ready-to-color designs! This radiant collection of
drawings was influenced by the hypnotic selling point of the mandala. These 30 dazzling mandala designs will
captivate colorists of most ages, challenging them to create kaleidoscopic results.their centers. An ancient form of
meditative artwork, mandalas are complicated circular designs that draw the attention inward, toward
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rinted upon both sides, bad very disappointed that printed in both sides this means need to be copied and one side
ruined. Individuals who made this have no idea color as the markers bleed through. I really do love the designs in this
book. This was the first adult coloring book I purchased so I didn't know about designs printed on both side of the page.
I love the designs in this book, but unfortunately the pages are thin. As lovely as many of these images are, this book has
some serious conditions that cannot be ignored. They would probably not become archival. There would be bleed through
if you used also the lightest of inks, and added gesso along with it (yes it's something). Since it is definitely staple
bound, you can easily take away the pages. I have given this book 4 celebrities for the art, not really for the completed
bookI did NOT get this book free of charge nor for a price cut so you obtain my unbiased opinion. Unlike so many other
mandala based books out there it has some really first art. I hope the author and artist can get this book republished on
perforated one sided multi mass media paper. I scanned the look therefore i could color a few of them on good card
stock..colored pencils make these a work of art! I love the majority of the styles but had to pick which . However, I desire
I didn't want to do that. Finally, The pages aren't obtained for easy removal from the reserve, making it actually harder
to work on a single image. Beautiful art, horrible implementation. I love most of the styles but had to choose which ones
I needed to color as it is impossible to do both if you are using markers because they go through the web page and mess
up the design presently there. and that means you only get half the quantity of images to color. Fun Fun Good coloring
book Lots of fun mandalas Beautiful Fantastic coloring book - shared them with the kids Keeps your focus on what your
doing. Very relaxing clear images. However, the images are printed on both sides and the webpages are not perforated.
The mandalas are beautiful and unique. A beautiful piece, but with too many issues to enjoy. They would not withstand
marker. First of all, & most importantly, the webpages are printed double sided. This limits the medium you can use
upon this book to dry just- no markers, no paints, etc. You are essentially limited to just pencils, which might not end up
being such a big concern if. So, keep in mind, this is normally a cost selling point (I assume). The paper is soft but
includes a little consistency to it so you can use colored pencils. Used it for grief/depression/pressure relief. Even with
soft shading motions, shredding a point of a page is indeed easy, it detracts from the enjoyment of the coloring.. With all
of the other problems, this is simply not a book I'd buy for someone else or recommend. Lovely, Intricate Designs We
purchased this adult coloring book in a 4-for-3 Amazon deal. I am new to adult coloring books (but as I talked about in
another review, I colored a huge amount of books when I was a kid).)I've gone on to re-purchase this publication several
more situations for gift offering. I wanted something creative to accomplish, began searching for the previous paint by
numbers items, and found these beautiful Dover (and various other) coloring books.We was drawn to the Mandala
coloring books because of their meditative and intricate patterns, and while reading all the reviews and looking at the
client photos, decided to try this one. This book has a lot of range which I'm sure will keep me occupied and from the
computer for hours! Indeed, I did so pay a little more for a one-sided coloring publication within this same order, and I
see additional one-sided books on Amazon that choose $7 and up. It's an excellent relaxation tool. I've only begun one
Mandala, but I have to say, it's really a great deal of fun.. One can always (as I've done) scan and copy the styles to the
pc, and use them advertisement infinitum. For colorist flexibility. I use several web pages of blank paper behind each
picture, slice them out and color on a flat surface area with paper beneath, this one book is pretty useless. Uncertain
this book would be suitable for children under the age of 10 - or any kid who is not into elaborate coloring using various
mediums. But also for an adult searching for a overdue that harkens back again to the times of our youth, this reserve
and other similar mature coloring books are simply perfect. I liked that there have been a few types of what finished
mandalas look like. I love to use color pencils so the double page design doesn't detract from the reserve for me
personally at least. Intericate and Beutifully Designed Original Review:The mandalas in this book are very gorgeous and
the designs are so intericate they remind me of artwork you see in a museum. As somebody who is still fairly new to
mandalas.. Nevertheless, once you press down on the paper using one side, it changes the consistency on the following
side and distorts any efforts to color on the opposite side of the page. I returned to get two copies of this book to
remove the webpages since this book includes a double page style. I was searching for a diversion to get my attention
away from staring at a computer screen for hours. After developing a preference for gel pens in adult coloring. Not in
fact published on site. Although that's fine when using color pencils, it in fact isn't a great design feature for anyone

who enjoys using a wet press for coloring. Particularly if there are styles you wish to keep after your finishedWhile I'm
right now of the opinion that this book would benefit from a single-sided publication format.I'm pleased with my buy
and my new hobby. It still a 5* reserve in my estimation based on how I've witnessed others get it along with my 1st
impression of the book. I would recommend this reserve to others. Not single sided The artwork is fantastic. Innovative
Haven is my go to choice now because they only print using one side. However the artwork itself is gorgeous. If you use
shaded pencils, choose one part and do not try coloring the image on the opposite side..Revise for Dec 2017Since buying
this Mandala publication in February of 2014 (and leaving review that We thought was for Amazon and the author. Nice
for a gift Just what it says it really is, and the pages have become sturdy, not as well thin. Love this! Some individuals
copy the styles but I did not like the experience of my copy paper when I coloured on it. I use sharpie ultrafines.I was not
luckier with pencils as they ruin the lower design too, maybe We press too hard and you will be OK. The second issue:
The pages are VERY thin. Wish there have been more webpages to color. Use gel pens or great coloured pencils.As
others have mentioned, the reserve is printed on both sides of the paper - but my guess may be the books would be
more costly if printed only one-sided. It's fabulous Great for stroke survivor My husband is a stroke survivor and he
loves this.Edit typo.. If it had been any other publication I probably wouldn't have bothered.
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